
Supplemental Live Barn Notes 

 It’s a 3 camera system: one on back wall on redline, one on the scoreboard, the third is 

the tracker camera. 

 Cameras turn on at 6am and off at 11:30pm 

 People subscribing can pull up a game live or a particular game 

 LB will supply a 50in TV for our warming house (do we have room?) 

 $12-$15 with promo code- we get credit if people use our promo code. Every 3 months 

we get 30% of the revenue 

 Our rink can schedule black out privacy sessions- we will get software to do this. 

 LB will supply signage letting people know they will be on LB 

 Can lock games (privacy) with a code 

 They are currently 3 months out on installation. Only takes one day to install with no 

cost to rink. They do supply tech support. 

 Not sure if legally we would have to turn of LB if someone was “uncomfortable” 

 Training would take place a week or two after installation. 

 Can watch on demand for 30 days 

o $24.99 allows us to download 30 hours of content 

o MHC gets 3 free accounts at the basic level.  

o GM/rink manager gets 1 downloaded account. 

 6 year exclusivity – unmanned camera system 

 Upgrades of software done overnight.  

 No cost to replace equipment at reasonable wear and breakage. 

 They try to give high definition unless issues with netting, barriers, etc… 

 200ft away is the “sweet spot” for hardware- Modem and PC (on a rack)-wireless 

 Need 120v  

 Will do a site survey after contract is signed. Will want pictures of our rink. 

 Admin console can be accessed remotely. Need this persons e-mail and password- 1 

person only 

 Items would be shipped to rink- cameras and cables 

 Worst case scenario- 6 months to install 

 Marketing will be provided. We will need a marketing partner on our end. 

 


